Electronics Maker with Kit

What is in the Kit? (100+ parts and components)
Breadboard and basic electronic components for circuit design, prototyping and testing!

Printed Circuit Boards consisting of LEDs, buzzer, switches, photoresistor, motor and other electronic
components.

High quality engineered wood project building parts.

What you can make? (60+ activities)

Build circuits and perform 60+ experiments with downloadable ACTIVITY BOOK at the end of the
course.

Curriculum Contents
Topic
No.
1

Session Name

Description

Introduction to
Electronics!

In this session, we will explore electronics in greater depths. We will
understand important phenomena around us and dive into the world
of electricity and circuits!
Students shall understand the meaning of science, concepts of energy
and its different types. Essential concepts in electricity such as voltage,
current, AC and DC devices, Power-plants, wirings of a 3pin plug are
covered to give a broad outline to the world of electricity!
Also, by the end of the session, we shall be unboxing our Maker Kit
and building our first exciting electronic project using the advanced
concepts!

2

Bringing circuits to
life!

Students explore circuits in greater detail and are introduced to the
advanced concept of CIRCUITS and how to make them.
This session covers hands-on activities on designing and testing circuits
with basic electronic components. They are introduced to
BREADBOARD – a prototyping board to insert components and build
projects.

3

4

Harnessing
Conductors!

The LED glowworld!

Components such as LED light, buzzer, resistor, switch and battery are
used to build projects to understand electronics fundamentals.
This session takes students into building complex circuits on
breadboards. Concepts such as Short Circuit, conductors, insulators
etc… shall be taught using practical projects which will strengthen the
core concepts in electronics.
With the components in the, students shall be building application
focused projects such as Conductivity Tester Circuit, Water Overflow
Indicator etc…
The world around us is illuminated by LED lights! From home light to
TVs, LED displays are quite popular and devices that use LED lights are
commonly used in our day-to-daily life.
This session focuses on detailed study of LED light, its working and how
to use the LED board in the kit to build projects. Students shall
understand the concepts of polar devices, general purpose and
POWER LEDs.
Students shall be introduced to Printed Circuit boards and its
difference from Breadboard. Students can start putting their creativity

into effect by building various circuits to make GLOWING projects

5

Deep dive into
resistance!

In this session, students shall take a deeper dive into one of the most
important concepts in electronics Resistance. Importance of resistors
shall be discussed and its effect on circuits shall be visualized by
performing practical experiments with materials from the kit.
Core Concepts of electronics such as Ohm’s law and colour coding for
identification of resistors is explained. Practical projects demonstrating
the effects of various resistances on a LED are built.

6

What’s the BUZZ
all about?applications of
buzzers

7

One Switch can do
it all!

8

The Motor
movement!

9

Branching
Circuits!

Buzzers find a wide variety of applications in the real world! From
small alarm clocks to big alarming systems, buzzers are noise making
devices which can be used for making lives easier when used correctly.
In this session, the electronic component of buzzer is explored by
understanding its connections and applications. Effect of resistance on
buzzer is demonstrated through practical projects and various other
practical exercises shall be performed demonstrating various effects
produced by the buzzer.
Taps control the flow of water to avoid wastage! What about
electricity wastage? We cannot keep devices forever ON right? One of
the important concepts in electronics is the application of switches in
the circuit. This session explores the different types of switches that
exist and how to connect them in our circuits to avoid wastage of
electricity when not needed. All devices at our home have switches to
control them. This session allows students to build their own SMART
HOUSE by building a switch circuit to glow light in a House model.
In the summer, we enjoy sitting under a fan to get refreshed! But have
you thought about what’s inside a fan that makes it move! This session
explores the applications and working of one of the most powerful
devices in electronics, Motors. Students shall build circuits to control
movement of motors in multiple directions. At the end of the session,
students shall be able to build their own Table Fan Project.
In this module, students shall be introduced to the concepts of Series
and Parallel Circuits. Students shall understand the importance of
branching in circuits and its advantages. Their application scenarios are
discussed and Multiple hands on activities shall allow students to
connect multiple devices together in a single circuit.

10

Logic Circuits

In the era of digital computing electronics, logic gates are the basic
building blocks. These are special Electronic circuits that can generate
an output based on a certain logical connection of multiple input
devices. In this session, we shall explore different logic gates and
implement this practically through the components of the kit.
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Transistor Magic!

Transistors are fundamental electronic components in modern
computers. A computer consists of millions of transistors inside it!
However the journey towards a million starts from 1. In this session,
we learn about a single TRANSISTOR and simultaneously build a smart
WATER LEVEL INDICATOR project which is widely used in automation.

12

What’s in the
Dark!

Sensors are what ROBOTS need to see the world around them! In this
session, we shall explore a popular sensor --> The photoresistor or the
LIGHT DEPENDENT RESISTOR(LDR). We shall understand its working
principle, how it controls flow of electricity according to surrounding
light and build application projects such as Automatic Lights in Dark,
Morning alarm etc…
Students shall be given access to the mega activity book of more than
70 hands-on activities and projects they can build using the Maker
Inventor Kit.

